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SECOND-ORDER SOLUTION OF A NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATION

By

R. W. LARDNER*

University of Cape Town

Abstract. The method of multiple scales is used to investigate the nonlinear wave

equation u„ — uxx = e(2ux uxx — 2Am,).

The purpose of the investigation is to find the second-order solution, and in particu-

lar to find an approximate solution which may be used for values of t which are of order

E~2.

1. Introduction. We shall investigate the nonlinear wave equation

Mr< - uxx = e(2uxuxx - 2hit) (1)

where e <? 1 is a small parameter. This equation has application to the plane motions of a

nonlinear elastic rod or column in the case when the damping is viscous in nature and

when both the nonlinearity and damping effects are small.

Previous investigations of this equation have used either a modified Krylov-

Bogoliubov method [1] or [2] or the direct two-variable expansion method of Chikwendu

and Kevorkian [3]. In both cases, only the lowest-order solution was obtained, that is, a

solution which remains valid up to values of t which are 0(e_1). Our purpose in the

present paper will be to extend this solution to the next order which will allow us to

consider values of t as large as 0(e~2).

The method of approach will be a three-variable expansion method [4], We introduce

two slow times x = et, a = e2t and seek the solution in the form

u = u0(x, t, x, a) + eu^x, t, t, a) + e2u2(x, t, t, a) + ■•• (2)

The t- and ^-dependences are determined by systematically removing the secular terms

from Mj, u2, etc.

Having found u0 and u1( we can take the approximation

u « u0(x, t, t, a) + eux(x, t, r, 0)

which for t = 0(s~i) has an error which is o(s). Thus we are able to refine the accuracy of

the previously determined solution for times of order e-1. However, the more interesting

approximation is simply

u % m0(x, t, x, a)

which is accurate to within an error of o(l) for t = 0(e~2).
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The lowest-order solution u0 is found, as usual, to consist of a superposition of two

traveling waves with slowly modulating amplitudes. The r-dependence of the two ampli-

tudes, which describes the modulation on a time scale of order e"1, is described by a

familiar first-order differential equation whose solution is explicitly known. This solution

may involve shock waves, but if A is greater than a certain lower bound shocks do not

occur and in this case we can proceed to the longer time scale. It is found that the

cr-dependence of the wave amplitude is obtained as the solution of a telegraph equation.

The initial data (i.e. for a = 0) to be used in conjunction with this telegraph equation are

obtained from the limiting values of the first-order solution as z -» oo.

In the final section of the paper the case in which the solution involves shocks is

discussed. It is shown that the solution without shocks can be extended to this case if

Eq. (1) is supplemented with a suitable jump condition. The shock speed is derived for

the simplest such condition.

2. The first-order solution. Substituting the form (2) for u into equation (1) in which

we make the change d/dt -* d/dt + e(d/dz) + e2(d/da), then comparing the coefficients of

the various powers of e, we obtain the following hierarchy of equations for u0, u1, and u2 :

"Or■« - "o*x = 0, (3)

"lH - uixx = -2u0tr + 2u0xu0xx - 2Au0l, (4)

U2tt ~ U2xx = — 2ultT — u0xx — 2u0ln + 2ulxu0xx

-t- 2uqxii lxx 2Au0x 2Ault. (5)

The solution of the first of these equations has the form

u0 = G(a, t, <t) - H(P, z, a) (6)

where ol = t + x and = t — x. G and H are general functions of the indicated variables

which represent respectively waves traveling in the negative and positive x-directions.

The t- and a-dependences of these functions provide a slow modulation of the wave

amplitudes.

Substituting (6) into Eq. (4) and changing to a, p as variables, we obtain

4= —2G„ + 2Ht,r + 2(G, + Hlt)(GJ2 - H,,,,) - 2k(G, - H„).

After integration this becomes

4u, = 0{-2Gr + Gj - 2AG) + <x(2tfr - Hj + 2AH) + 2(GXH - GHf)

+ 4[G1(oc, r, <j) - Ht(P, z, cr)]

where the last terms arise as the complementary function. Clearly the terms growing

linearly with a and are secular and must be eliminated if we are to have a uniformly

valid expansion. Thus we obtain the conditions

Gr = |Gj - AG, Hr = \H] - AH (7)

and in addition we are left with:

m, = i[G,(a, i, d)H(P, r, a) — G(a, z, z, cr)] + G„(a, z, a) — H1(/?, r, a). (8)
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(It is noteworthy that while u0 consists of the superposition of the two traveling waves G

and —H, Uj does not consist of such a superposition, but contains also a nonlinear

interference term.)

In order to solve Eq. (7) we differentiate with respect to a or ft as appropriate and

introduce g = Gx, h = Hp, obtaining:

9x = 99* - *9, K = hhp - Ah.

These equations may then readily be solved by Lagrange's method, the solutions being

g(<x, i, a) = a), <x1 = a + t1^(a1, <r)

h(p,z,a) = e'Xxil/(pi,a), = p + xt t/^, a)

where xx = A_1(l — e~*T). The solution obtained in previous investigations [1, 2] is ob-

tained from (9) by setting (7 = 0.

In terms of g and h, we have

"ox = 0(a, a) + h(fi, t, a), u0t = g(a, x, a) - h(fi, x, a). (10)

Setting t = x = a = 0 in these, we obtain that

g(x, 0, 0) = i[«0*(*> 0) + "ot(*. °)1 0, 0) = j[u0x(x, 0) - u0t(x, 0)]. (11)

Thus the initial values g(a, 0, 0) and h([S, 0, 0) are determined for all values of a and

respectively from the initial values of u0x and u0t.

Setting i = a = 0 in Eq. (9), we obtain that al = a and = fi, and therefore

0(<xj, 0) = g(au 0, 0), 0) = h(flu 0, 0). (12)

Thus <£(oCi, 0) and ^(jSj, 0) are known for all at, Eqs. (9) then determine the complete

solution g(a, x, 0) and h([l, x, 0). The lines ax = const, in the ar-plane are charqcteristics

for g along which g(oc, x, 0) decays exponentially from its initial value <fi(oc1, 0), and

similarly h decays exponentially along the characteristics = const.

This solution remains valid for all (a, x) or (/}, t) as long as the two families of

characteristics have no envelopes in x > 0. In general, however, the solution for g(ct, x, 0)

is valid only for x <xg where

/l_1(l -e~*') = [<!>'(am,0)]_1,

where ocm is the value of a1 at which <p'(al5 0) has its largest positive value. For x > xg a

shock wave occurs in the solution. However, if X > (t>'(ccm, 0), no real solution for xg exists

so that in this case the lowest-order solution g(cc, x, 0) given by (9) remains valid for all x and

no shock occurs. Similarly, if X > \0) no shock occurs in h(/}, x, 0). We shall assume

in the following that these conditions are met. The inclusion of shocks will be discussed

in the final section.

In calculating the next approximation, it turns out to be more convenient to take the

first-order solution in the following slightly different form:

g(a, r, a) = e~A'<b(A, a), h(fi, x, a) = e' *TX¥(B, a) (13)

where

A = <x — a), B = p - X~le~Xx}V{B, a). (14)
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A and B are simply different characteristic coordinates from the previous a1( for

example A =x1 — A~i(p(al, <x). When a = 0, the initial values 0(/l, 0) are determined

implicitly from the conditions

<&(/!, 0) = g(a, 0, 0), where A = a - A' lg(a, 0, 0). (15)

This determination is unique provided

dA/da = 1 — X~ V(a, 0, 0) > 0

for all a, and this is precisely the condition that no shocks occur. Thus the solution in the

form (13), (14) can be used for c = 0 if and only if shocks are absent.

The significance of the characteristic coordinate A is that it represents the asymptotic

value of a on the characteristic as t -» oo. In contrast, ax represents the initial value of a

at t = 0 (see Fig. 1). In particular, it follows that

<D(/1, 0) = lim e*Tg(A, x, 0)
r -» 00

with a similar expression for *¥(B, 0). Thus the initial values of $ and for a = 0 are

determined from the asymptotic values of the first-order solution g(oc, r, 0), h(P, x, 0) as

T —* CO.

3. The second-order solution. We now substitute the expressions (6) and (8) into

Eq. (5). After some simplification we obtain

4"2*/t = — 2Gi„ - Grt - 2GIn + 2G„Gla + - 2AGZ - 2AGU

+ 2HUh + H„ + 2Hp„ - 2HppHlp - 2H„Hlpil + 2XHT + 2XHn

+ GZHIIP - G77Ht + 2GjHpll - 2G„H\

+ {(GG^H,,, - (HH^G,, - 5G,G„Hf + 5G,H„HM

+ 2 GXIHip — 2 HPilGlx — 2GIHipi, + 2 GlxxHp

— GGxHPi)P + HH /iG777,}.

The last group of terms bracketed together produce non-secular terms when integrated,

and therefore do not need to be retained explicitly to this order. After integration,

therefore, we get:

4u2 = /?| — 2Glr - 2G„ + 2GXGU - 2AG1 - [ (Gu + 2AGt) da

+ a 2HU + 2H„ - 2HpHlp + 2Wl + f (H„ + 2WT) dp

+ Hp f (G, + 2GX) doc - G2 [ (Hz + 2Hj) dp + NST. (16)

The integral terms here are secular in the sense that in general they produce terms which

grow linearly with a or p. If P(a) is any bounded function of a, we define

P = lim - I P(a) da.
a-1
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ft

a = A + I 'e ^tyA, a)

= cti - T,0(a,, a)

Fio. 1.

Then we can write

P(a) da = Pa + R(a)

where the remainder R(a) is non-secular, i.e. a_1R(a)-»0 as a-> oo. Making this con-

struction for each of the integrals in (16) we find that the leading secular terms are

proportional to a/?. Setting these to zero we get the condition

Gir + 2AGX = Htt + 2AHZ. (17)

In addition, there are also secular terms growing linearly with a or /?, and setting these to

zero we get:

Gu - GXGU + AG, = -G„ — f (jGrt + AGr) da + a(jGrr + AGX) - G^Hr + H*) (18)

Hu - HpHip + AHl = -H„- j $H„ + AHr) dp + 0(|i?rt + AHt) - Hlt(GT + Gj). (19)

In order to solve Eqs. (18) and (19) for Gt and Hj we substitute from Eqs. (13), (14)

for the first-order functions. From these latter equations, after integration, we have that

G(a, i, a) = e~^^A, a) + \A~ 1e~2iT[<l>(A, a)]2 (20)
where

01(A,a)=\<J>(A,(r)dA, (21)

with a similar expression for H{P, t, a). It is convenient to use A and B as variables in

place of a and /? in Eqs. (18) and (19), in which case it is readily seen that

r r r -8Gl
^lt ^a^la — Hlz-HpHip = ^
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We also obtain from (20) that

Ga=e~*-^, Gt=-Ae~* <D„
da

G„ = X2e~*xQ>i -/U>~2At<I>2[l + A~le~*z<l>A\~l,

where

<&„ s dQ/dA.

Hence we get

(22)

| G doc =

| G xda = e~Xr

| Gtt da = e'kz

| QtdA-ir'e'* I <$>2 dA + r1e~'lt<I)1®y4 + 4A-2e-"t<I»3 , (23)

-A [ <Dj + <T*r | <t>2 d/4 - (24)

X2 f <D, dA - 2Xe~x' f 4>2 dA + (25)

Since we require that G should be bounded for large a, then $ and <J>, must both be

bounded for large A. So, from (14), A ~ a as a -» ao. Therefore from (23)-(25) we obtain that

_ V ' (26)
Gtt = e-Ar(A2<D1-2Ae-'lT$7),

where

<!>! = lim | 0, d/4, O2 = lim ~ ) O2 dA.
a->oo A ■ A^a0 A •

A corresponding set of results to (22)-(26) is obtained also for H. Substituting from (26)

and the corresponding equations for H into the condition (17) we obtain that = 4V

From its definition (21), Oj contains an arbitrary function of a and so does *?,, so that

this condition establishes a relation between these two arbitrary functions.

Substituting for G and H into Eq. (18), we get

501 +W/1 I dA + e-^o)Jh+Wl~e~ da

_ + 3e_At*P2)

after using the fact that Hj = 2Hx + 2XH which follows from (7). That is,

^ + \k2 | Oj dA - \X2^A + - ^¥2e~x\

Thus, after integrating we get:

Gi =

&G,) =

- ^ + iA2 I (fl»t - (DO dA
CO •'

re ^ 2kx + — $>x¥2e + ^(X, a)e
4A

(27)
the last term being the "constant" of integration.
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The first term in this expression is secular since, if it is present then for large t we

have

eGj/G ~ const, er

which becomes 0(1) when t = 0(e~2). To preserve uniformity of the expansion for t of

order e~2 we must therefore set the coefficient of this term equal to zero:

dO, r _
~ = U j (®1 -«>1 )dA.

A similar condition holds for After differentiating with respect to A or B respectively,

these conditions take the form of (modified) telegraph equations

8*9 Jd A da = iA2(a>! - $,), d^JdB da = ~ %)■

A further differentiation produces pure telegraph equations for the functions O and :

d2<D Id A da = d2x¥/dB da = &2yV. (28)

4. Discussion; remarks on shock fitting. The first-order solution of the nonlinear

wave equation (1) is given by (6) where in lowest order g = Gx and h = Hp are most

conveniently taken in the form (9). When <7 = 0, the functions $(oti, 0) and ij/(pu 0) are

given explicitly in terms of the initial data by (11) and (12) and then Eqs. (9) allow the

solution g(a, t, 0) and h(/l, r, 0) to be readily constructed.

When constructing the next-order solution (i.e. a 0), however, it is more convenient

to take the solution in the form (13), (14). This is permissible if and only if the lowest-

order solution has no shocks, which means that the damping coefficient 1 must be

greater than some lower bound which depends on the initial data. The initial values

<D(/1, 0) are determined implicitly from the initial data by (15) and (11) and similarly for

T(B, 0).
The functions $(/!, a), *P(S, a) for a > 0 are then obtained by solving the telegraph

equations (28) with these previously determined initial values. For example, using Four-

ier transforms we obtain the formal solution

1 iV
®(/4, a) = — Q>(A', 0)exp[i7c(/l — A') + k a/2ik] dA' dk. (29)

2tc jj
- 00

The lowest-order solution is then given by (10) where g and h are determined by (13),

(14), (29) and a corresponding expression for *F(<4, a). This solution is valid with small

error for t = 0(e~2).

As remarked in the introduction, for t = 0(e~i) a more accurate approximation is

obtained by including in the solution and this can be obtained from (8), where from

(27) we have

Gt = + — <D»Fe-3Ar + e~"$(A, a) (30)
iA

with a corresponding expression for Hj.

The analysis in the paper has applied to a region of infinite spatial extent. As di-

scussed elsewhere [5], such analyses can be extended to bounded regions (0 < x < I) with
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fixed-end type boundary conditions (i.e. w(0, t) = u(l, t) = 0 by the method of odd exten-

sion. In the present case, odd extension of u(x, t) about x = 0 and x = / can be achieved

by taking O(0, a) = ¥(0, a) for all pairs of arguments (0, <t), <5(0, a) = ^(6, a), and all

these functions to be 2/-periodic in their first arguments.

With these additions, the foregoing results apply directly to the bounded region

problem. It is more appropriate in this case, however, to use a Fourier series solution for

3>(/l, a), rather than (29).
A further point of interest concerns the existence of unidirectional wave solutions.

Eqs. (7) for G and H are completely decoupled so that in lowest order the two waves do

not interfere with one another. In particular, a unidirectional wave (G or H zero) can

exist. The second-order waves are in general coupled (cf. Eqs. (18) and (19)). However,

the second of these equations is identically satisfied by H = Hx = 0, so that for example a

unidirectional G, G-wave can still exist. (We must have = 0 in such a case.) In addi-

tion, the interference term in (8) disappears in such a case, and u has the form

u ~ G + eGj which is purely unidirectional. Furthermore, an examination of the solution

(16) for u2 reveals that when H = Hl = 0, u2 also has the simple unidirectional form

u2 = G2(a, t, o).

Now let us turn to the case when X is below the critical level and so shocks occur. The

foregoing solution can be extended to include shocks provided we add to the basic

equation (1) an appropriate jump condition which will enable us to calculate the location

of the shock.
We note first that if a shock is fitted into the lowest order solution, g(oi, t, 0), then

equation (15) does give a unique a for each A even if X is below the critical level. The

shock provides a dividing line through the region of overlapping characteristics and

determines a unique characteristic through each point (a, t), and in particular through

each point (A, oo) (see Fig. 1). Thus for each A an initial signal g(a,, 0, 0) is uniquely

determined corresponding to the characteristic on which a -> A as t -» oo.

Consequently <£(<4, 0) is well defined for all A. Then Eq. (28) (through (29), for

example) determines <J>(/4, a) for a > 0. A similar construction provides ^(B, cr) and then

Eq. (30) supplemented by an initial condition for i> enables Gj and similarly Hl to be

found. Thus the solution is completely determined once the shock has been fitted.

In order to derive the jump condition we must write Eq. (1) in integrated form. As

remarked by Whitham [6], the integrated form is not uniquely determined by the partial

differential equation, but we shall assume that it is as follows:

j [ (u, + 2elu) dx = [ux + u2xfx\. (31)
ill » Xl

This is the simplest integrated form we could take for Eq. (1), and moreover it has the

natural form for a momentum equation in cases where w(x, t) is a displacement.

If a shock occurs at x = s(t) then we allow xx -»s — 0 and x2 -»s + 0 in (31), thus

obtaining the jump condition

— s[u, -I- 2slu] = [ux + eul]

where square brackets are used as usual to denote the discontinuity of the quantity

enclosed within them. Since u is continuous, this simplifies to:

-s[u,] = [ux + eul]. (32)
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We shall restrict attention in what follows to unidirectional waves, taking H = =

H2 = 0. Then from Eqs. (6), (8) and (16) we obtain simply that

u = G(a, t, a) + eG^a, z, (/>) + e2G2(x, t, a)

and therefore

and

[",] = [g + £(Cr + g i) + e2(G„ + Gu + g2)\

= [g + e(i g2 + 0i) + z2(gg 1 + 02)]

K + £Ul] = [g + £(gi + g2) + £2(g 2 + 2ggi)l

In obtaining the first of these equations we have used Eqs. (7) and (18) and discarded

terms which are continuous.

Suppose that the shock occurs at the position a = as(t, a), i.e. at t + x = as(x, a).

Then s(t) = — t + as(t, a) and so Eq. (32) becomes

(1 - ea^ - e2aS(7)[g + e(jg2 +g^ + e2(ggi + g2)] = [g + £(ff, + g2) + e2(g2 + 2ggj].

After simplification this becomes

<x*[g + e(ig2 + 3i)] + eaS(7[^] = -j[g2] - e[ggi]. (33)

Eq. (33) provides us with the required equation for the shock position as in terms of the

solutions g and gt on either side of the shock. In lowest order it reduces to the familiar

expression

^ = -\[g2]/[g] = -i(g+ + g-\

Thus, in principle at least, we are in a position to fit the shock and hence complete the

solution.
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